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“For children….Play is the highest form of research” – Albert Einstein 

 

Dear Mums, Dads, Grandmas and Grandpas 

Hope you all had a great week! 

This week‟s Sedra is Parshas Shoftim.  In this Sedra we are told about the concept of a Jewish King.  We 

learnt that all the Jewish people should listen to the King and that he is like our teacher!  We spoke about 

how the King reads from the Torah and everyone listens to him. This week in nursery the children have 

made crowns as we have been learning about kings!  The children definitely look majestic in their beautiful 

crowns! We had all the ingredients for lots of sticky, messy fun, with feathers, coloured shapes and lots of 

sparkly sequins…CHILDREN YOU ALL LOOK KINGTASTIC!!! 

Monday: We have started our week by choosing a topic about toys.  Of course all the children got so 

excited at the thought of having a „toy‟ topic! We gave the children the opportunity to cut out pictures 

from catalogues of some of their favourite toys. They thought and thought and once they had decided and 

chosen what to cut out all y themselves, they then went onto making collages of their cut outs.  What a 

lovely activity that enabled them to practice their cutting skills, which is great for the physical development 

of their little hands, fingers, wrists and arms. This activity also promoted their speech and language skills by 

enabling them to talk about what they like to play with….”I have this castle at home” or “look, a helicopter, 

it goes in the sky”.   

Tuesday: The children enjoyed taking part in a toy shop role play activity today.  They were able to use our 

toy cash registers and could buy their favourite toys from around the nursery using a mixture of real and 

pretend money.  This gave them a wonderful opportunity to develop their imaginative play, as well as 

allowing them to practice their number recognition.  

In our French lesson with Monsieur Leon today, the children learnt about the identification of familiar 

objects: “qu‟est-ce que c‟est?” (what is it?), “c‟est une tete, une main, etc (it‟s a head, a hand, etc). We 

expanded this to include colour (rouge and bleu for today) in the form of a game.  Each of the children 

picked a ball from an opaque bag and identified their ball with either “c‟est une balle rouge” or “c‟est une 

balle bleue”.   We took a musical break to sing “alouette gentille alouette” and then practiced doing lots of 

funny actions “touchez, levez, baissaiz, ouvrez, fermez” (touch, lift, lower, open, close). Two of the new 

words were “Un genou” (knee) and “Un bras” (arm).  We finished off by singing Frere Jacques! MERCI 

BEAUCOUP MONSIEUR LEON! 
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Wednesday: Show and Tell day!! Once again, we had a great range of toys on show today. We had a 

snakes and ladder game “from the aeroplane”, with a demonstration of the dice. We also had a green car 

and a Minnie mouse doll. There was a “whistle”, “like a mouth” with a very confident demonstration.  Next , 

we had “a picture for Becky” with “blue, yellow, green” followed by a “blue man from the shops , a yo-yo, a 

purple watch and a drawing pad with a demonstration of “a number 2” . We also had “a torch- it was old, “I 

found it in my bedroom; it helps us see in the dark” with a confident demonstration. Next, we had “a duck – 

quack quack” there was a very confident demonstration of winding it up and naming the colours – “yellow 

and orange.”  

We also had a dog- “I watch it on TV- mummy got it for me”, followed by a fluffy sheep – “Daddy bought it 

from his holiday – I like playing with it.” We then had a doll called “Ora” she is wearing a “pink dress” and 

it‟s “from Mummy”. Next, “I have bunny” together with a confident demonstration. 

Our next item was “a watch – it‟s blue and round and red – it‟s got cars on it – it‟s got numbers.” This was 

followed by “a harmonica – I blow it – from daddy.”  We had a great demonstration. We also had “a book, 

peppa pig, mummy reads it” we had some great character recognition as well. 

Next, we had “cards- from the aeroplane” there was great recognition of some of the pictures on the cards, 

“a bucket and spade, ice cream, a hat and a big ball”. Lastly, we had a “helmet – my mummy got me this 

and it‟s new and it came with a shield and a sword.  I pretend to be a knight” and we had a lovely 

demonstration. 

Thursday: We continued our topic on toys by playing a matching game using pictures of some of our 

favourite toys. This was a great activity to help the children with their turn taking and sharing, as well as 

developing their ability to follow simple instructions. The children were really excited by this game and 

were able to talk about which toys they had at home and what they liked to play with at nursery.  

We also enjoyed singing some of our favourite nursery rhymes, including marching around to “the grand 

old duke of York” and pretending to buy “5 currant buns in a baker‟s shop.” The children always show lots 

of enthusiasm for nursery rhymes and this helps them develop their phonics skills by practising different 

sounds.  

Friday: Mummy & Daddy Shabbos today are: Talia P & Isaac 

Hope you all have a wonderful weekend and Shabbos! 

The TLC team 

Tracy, Becky, Rochelle, Nicole, Naomi, Rachel & Megan 


